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I A   INTRODütTION 

Till» is a report on the activities pMrsued during the first 

six raunt^s of the third year contract MX-Rays from Fission." The r.aiu 

effort during this part of the contract has been the construction .r.d 

tedting of | time-of-flight tube and the tenting of the asscciaLec 

electronics and detectors. Much of the effort during the previous Ha 

contract years has been to study fission yields from experiments |fl 

which fragment mass was not determined directly.  These experlmnnts 

Involved coincidence measurements between X-rays and/or v-rays.  During 

the course of these experiments It was found that the K-X-rays and y-rays 

emitted at the time of fission come primarily from nuclear, rather Luan 

atomic, processes. Since nuclear properties vary in no •systematic 

fashion from one nucleus to another, these types of experiments are not 

now being pursed because the extraction of fission Isotoplc yields from 

such experiments appears to be In the distant future. 

Since It now seems promising that Isotoplc fission yields can 

be extracted almost directly from the raw data of energy-time-of-fllsht- 

Induced L-X-ray coincidence experiments, almost all the present effort 

is being devoted to these experiments. 
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II.  FISSION FRACMTJrr TIME-OF-FLIGHT 

Post-neutron mass distributions (for binary or certlaty fission) 

can be detennined by measuring the time-of-flight of one fraginerf . v r 

some distance and its kinetic energy.  As discussed in the previous Annual 

Report, in order to obtain a mass resolution of lu. ^FWHM) s^ that Ch« 

integral nuclear mass distribution (i.e., quantized A yields) nav be infolded 

from the experimental mass spectrum with a great degree of certainly, one 

needs a long flight path (of the order of lOn) and a large solid angle (of 

the order of 5 msr).  However, a lOra flight path implies a vanishlngly mil 

solid angle (4 x 10" nsr for a 300 m-n2 detector). Oakey and MacFarlane 

(Nucl. Instru. & Meth. , 49 (1967) 220) have shown that this problcn u.in be 

overcome by using an electrostatic particle guide. Such a guide, which 

consists of a wire at a negative high voltage running down the center of a 

cylinder the length of the flight path, allows electrostatic focusing of 

charged particles - the ions emitted in an angular range of the order of 

2 are confined to trajectories around the central wire as they traverse 

the guide.  The collection efficiency of such an electrostatic particle 

guide is proportional to the ionic change and the voltage on the wire and 

inversely proportional to the fragment energy (see the calculations in the 

precious Annual Report, for example). 

As reported in the last Annual Report, an electrostatic particle 

guide of the above type was constructed at The University of Texas Center 
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for Nuclear Studies.  It consisted of a lu aeter long ntalnless 't.i tube 

with an Inside diameter of 5.05 on and had a 5 mil wire running It«» .Mi^th. 

Initial measurements with this guide indicated that the "effective" solid 

angle over the 10m flight path was Increased by many orders of magnl >tj^ 

as suggested by the calculations.  However, experience with this guide 

showed that the detector had to be located j.->mf distance from an:l -h ?l(led 

from the central wire because of ehe negative voltage on the wirt. 

A new particle guide with modifications tc avoid the nbovo 

mentioned problem has now been constructed.  The now guide consis "a o* 

two 10m long, concentric, stainless steel tubes with inside diameters c^ 

4 and 1.7 in. The inner tube is maintained at a high positive voltage and 

has, a 20 mil wire at ground potential running its length.  The thiclwt 

central wire permits better positioning and experiences fewer problens 

caused by vibrations of the wire in the ootential field. This new guide 

has been tested and found to perform satisfactorily and in the rame manner 

as the previous guide. A 1m extension has recently been added to the target 

end of the particle guide so that the second fragment detector will not 

be in a high neutron flux when neutron induced fission studies are done. 

Various simple timing and coincidence experiments have been done 

252 
with the 10m electrostatic particle guide and a   Cf source in order to 

test the performance of the guide, the electronics and the detectors. A 

variety of detectors have been tried and promising results with good 

resolution have been obtained using an ORTEC 130 fission-frigment detector. 
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Final tests and the performance of experiments are being temper.in I '»eld 

up by two small problems.  The present  ' Cf is broken and foldid  v i and 

as a result emits very few fission fragments along the axis o{  thi? guide. 

A new source is on order and should arrive shortly. When detectors art 

removed from the guide after performing tests, they have been coveroJ with 

oil.  This oil will, of course, degrade the performance of the detc • jr. 

Several heating strips have be«.n ordered and will be wrapped arouix! zhe 

particle guide.  It is hoped that baking out the guide in this mnnntr will 

remove the oil problem.  If this does not elininate the problem, it may 

be necessary to replace the present oil roughing pump. 
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III.  TIME-OF-rUCMT-ENERGY-X-RAY COINCIDENCF MFASURWENTS 

FOR THF. DETERMINATION OF ISOTOPIC FISSION YltLDb 

Tlme-of-fllght-enerRy measurenents only allow nass det't-i MtiM« 

In order to obtain Isotoplc fist Ion yields in th charge and MM aa». 

be detcml led slraultanemisly.  Direct physical techniques usually .'r -lv« 

mea.-urlng In coincidence, at the tine of fission, parameters from which Z 

and A can be determinea.  With present day resolutl^r» In photon ipertro- 

scopy, any characteristic X-rays emitted from the fission fragmenrs racy 

be experimentally observed to unambiguously Identify the nuclear charge 

of these fragments.  Such observations will only identify particular fission 

fragment elements and no statements about elemental yields may be nude unless 

the origin(s) of these observed X-rays are known. 

A seemingly appropriate technique to determine nuclear charge, in 

which X-rays associated with the fission fragments are observed and the origin 

of the X-rays is well understood, has been tested at the Center for Nuclear 

Studies.  This technique is to create vacancies in the electron shells of 

the fragments by a known atomic process and observe the fluorescence yields 

(the probability that a vacancy in a given shell results in a radiative 

transition).  Since the fluorescence yields have been measured experimentally 

and are understood theoretically, extraction of fission charge and isotope 

yields should he straight-forward.  The electron vacancies may be created by 

allowing the fission fragments to pass through a thin foil (such as carbon). 

The X-rays resulting from electron transitions may be observed with a high 
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resolution photon detector situated lusr the foil.  An experlMnC w«. 

perfomed in which fl.elon fragments were Oct.cted In coincidence with 

X-rey. produced when the frag»ente passed through a thin carbon foil. 

It was observed that two proups of L X-rays (correnpondlnR to the Us .r 

ana heavy fragments) were produced. The resolution was not good enough 

(due to the rather poor detector used) to resolve Individual lines, but 

the peaks were located in the energy region where the L X-rays were 

expected to appear.  Thus, this technique seens to work as expected md 

the technology saews to be at hand to determine fission yields with a 

very reliable method. 

In the last Annual Report a possible triple coincidence experi- 

ment using the time-of-flight-energy-X-ray techniques to measure fi3 ,ion 

isotopic yields was presented.  In this experiment the fissioning MOTet 

was placed at one end of the particle guide with a fission fragment 

detector placed on line with the center of the guide behind the source. 

Another fission fragment detector was placed at the other end of the 10m 

guide. A thin carbon foil was placed in front of this detector and 

observed by a high resolution photon detector. The fragment detect 

near the source provided the start pulse and the other fragment detector 

provided the stop | Ise for the time-of-flight measurement.  The electronics 

were arranged to require a triple coincidence between the pulses in bocn 

fragment detectors and the pulse in the X-ray detector. 

Two modifications to the above triple coincidence experiment 

are needed and both are allowed by the 1m extension which has been added 
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to ehr  Ite rU.ctro.t«tlc  particle Ruldr.    TU pl.cln« of  th* c.rho .  : Ü] 

I» front  01   t'K- fraK«ent detector   located  Ite fr« i|« source r-»o • 

the X-r.iy detector fro« the viclnltv of  high neutron fluxes but 

cauiet an energy uncertainty  In the fragaentr reaching the fragen- 

detector.     Since this energy  Is an Inportant  paraaetor  In the «xaoi j 

it   is necessary to have the best energy resolution possible.     S.-^c 

high neutron fluxes will also degrade the performance of  the fr«MKtt 

detectors,   the second  fragment detector should be moved from th- vldnlt) 

of  the  tarcet.    Now that the 1m extension has been added  to  the parti-Je 

guide,   the second  fragment  detector can be placed   im  from  the source at . 

the carbon foil can be placed  in front of  this fragment detector since 

an accurate measurement of the energy of  the second fission ff^MM  is 

not necessary. 

The above modifications in the placanent  of  the detectors 

may necessitate modifications  in the triple coincidence circuitry Riven 

in the last Annual Report.     However,  computer studies are now underway 

to determine If  the same basic circuitry can be used  and corrections can 

be made by  the use of kinematic calculations made by  the computer vltVut 

degrading  the energy resolution. 

\     • 
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iv.   NnrmaN-iNoucD FISSION 

To* goal of  this project  Is to study ortiiron-indur«!  fUMon 

Uotoplc yioldi.     ».for. th«.. .tudlo* en b» uod.rt.kon th. «p.rl*   t,l 

tochniques dUc««.«i   in Soctlono  II  and III mamt b« tMtod «nd prcv-. out 

uslnt •        Cf .ourco.    If  thoso tochnlquos work,  th« basic probl«. ,t nrtlng 

In the way of  nautron-lnduced studies is that of  the neutron eoutcc.    A 

Texas Nuclear  neutron generator   It  in the process of  bei<« rocondit toned. 

This  reconditioning process is requiring auch effort and ti»e whim could 

be expended on .ore crucUl phaaes of  this project.    W.   are also looklnr 

into  the possibilitU.- of updating  this generator and of obtaining a 
252 

large        Cf  source to use H a neutron source.    Modif lc itions ot   thr  i^et 

chamber of  the electrostatic particle guide to accosnodate | neutron amrc« 

must wait until  it  has been detemined what  type of  neutron source will be 

used. 
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VII.  WORK STATEMENT FOR AßPA PROPOSAL 

The contractor shall conduct research Involving the measurement of 

prompt fission processes. This research shall include, but not necessarily 

be limited to the following: 

A. Studies of the spontaneous fission of   Cf employing various 

combinations of multi-parameter coincidence experiments. 

Parameters may include fission fragment. X-ray, alpha particle, 

gamma ray, time-of-flight, and neutron. 

B. Studies of neutron induced fission of 235'238r and 
239pu employ Wo 

various combinations of multiple parameter coincidence experiments 

described above, less the alpha particle measurements. 

C. From an analysis of the above measurements begin a compllaMTi 

of the total chain yield and the prompt isotopic yield ratios for 

fission of   ' ' U and 239Pu as a function of neutron energy. 

Give priority to 235U and 239Pu fission mass distribution resulting 

from fission spectrum and 14 MeV neutrons. 
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APPENDIX 

GAMMA CASCADES IN 252Cf SPONTANEOUS FISSION FRAGMEtTiS* 

F. F, Hopkins, J. R. White, C. Fred Moore, and Patrick Richaid 

Center for Nuclear Studies 

University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 

ABSTRACT 

A Y-ray - y-ray coincivience exneriment to measure transitions 

in the spontaneous fission fragments of   Cf has been perfome.i with 

a O.U cc Ge(Li) detector (FWUM hOO  eV at 81 keV) and a 40 cc Ge(Li) 

detector (FWHM 2.8 keV at 1.33 MeV) in close geometry and repeated 

in an extended geometry involving shielding of one of the prompt 

fragments.  Several low energv cascades have been detected which were 

previously unreported.  In addition partial decay schemes lor four nf 

the products,  5Mo, 109Ru, lllRu, and 1A6La, have been suggested. 



I.  Introduction 

The natures of the level schemes of odtt Z and odd A tragMtttl 

from the spontaneous fission of  "Cf have remained for the most. n«rt a 

mystery.  Their elucidation has been a challenging exueriment..' problw. 

Lack of intensity of many of the y-transltlons lias ^.-evtnted dp. 

investigation as complete as that obtained for the even-even i IK«»ion 

1.2) 
products. "   Y-rays emitrod bv certain Isotopes populated itroagly in 

the various 6-decav processes following bor.h spontaneous fission of 

252 
Cf and nciitro.4-induced fission of the uranium isotopes have been 

observed in detail.      Presented in this work are the resultr ot 

two >-Y coincidence experiments, one performed in close and one In 

extended geometry, vhlch have shed considerable light on cer.tin of the 

nuclei which have so far escaped a consistent analysis. This expeiiment, 

relying heavily on previous assignments of a multitude of cransitions 

in the energy range 45 to 200 keV by X-ray - y-tav  coincidence 

techniques  *   and higher energv transitions from various sources, 

was made possible bv the excellent resclution furnished by a Ge(Li) 

crvstal of 0.14 cc volume.  The data Indicate certain strong casra'es 

and rudimentary energv level schemes for several of the products 

expected to be populated direct lv and by i^-derav.  Also questions 

pertaining to previous isotope assignments in the X-ray - y-ray 

experiments have been answered to some extent. 
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II.  Kxperlmental Setup 

A.  ClOM iletnuftrv 

252 
A 0.1 ;iKm   Cf Mtircc between two 1/2  mil disks of her-, Ilium 

was placed directlv on the bervliium window cf ■ O.I/4 cc Ge(l.i 

detector.  The Be co/er stopped the fragments md removed Doppie- 

distortions for anv transition longer than about a picoMCoad.  A 

40 cc Ce(Ll) detector was placed approxiriutelv 3/4" t rom the s"ur'i , 

at which distance the singles count rate was 10,000 counts/sec.  The 

count rate In the smaller crystal was 5,000 counts/sec.  At these rates 

the respective resolutions were 2.8 keV FWHM at 1.33 MeV and 600 .v 

PUHM at 81 keV.  The timing and linear signals were routed through the 

circuitry shown in Fig. 1. With a timing window cf about ISO MaOMC« 

a coincidence count rate estimated at 100/sec was encountered.  The 

logic signal accompanied bv the two linear signals was accepted by a 

computer program which performed a sort of the y-rays from the '«0 cc 

crystal according to window« set on the peaks in the spectrum from the 

0.14 cc detector.  All processinc was done online.  In this way IK 

spectra were built of ,-ravs from 45 keV to 1300 keV in coincidiifi 

with the manv lines in the energv range 45 - 200 keV.  In the following 

dlscuasion, figures, and tables, these are the datr. referred to unless 

otherwise specified. 

Calibrations were taken daily in both detectors with standard 

sources.  A run of 7 days was made.  During that time no adjustments had 

to be made on the gates.  Also no gain drift for the electronir« 

associated with the 40 cc count« r was found. 



II.  IxtiMuli'tl tlyomot rv (K<:) 

An adilitlora» fxporitm-nt was pmttotwmi   In order t.« help reaovc 

some of the ambiKuitv involved in identitIcatijn of the ,-line. Ln die 

previously described spectra, i.e. the tact that >-rays both txm  the 

nucleus supplying tho gate Y.rjy and from itg p05slblc complemet rirv 

nuclei arising from the binary fission event will show up in rhoye 

''52 
sorted spectra,  A "  Cf sou;cf mounted on a thick copper foil M S 

po8ltlo«d as shown :n Fig. 2.  The open-faced side of the sn-.r • pointed 

back into a lead shield which afforded a 3/V thick lead shield betwt-n 

the fragments in flight and the 0.1'. cc r.e(Li) detector.  Approximately 

1 1/2" of lead separated tiie fragments from | JO re r.e(I.i) dotortOT. 

In this way >-rava emitted more than about 1 nanosec «tter fis«..^ ..-ere 

»ubttantiall.. attenuated, especially the low energy lines which were of 

special interest In this experiment.  In a binary event one of the frag- 

ments would be stopped in the copper foil while the other would be 

localized within the shielding apparatus.  Those y-rays omitted bv 

fragments in flight within times of less than a nanosec—that U( those 

giv«n off while the moving fragment was still visihle to the deu ■ f c«"«-- 

would be greatly Doppler broadened du« to the isotropy of the fragment 

emission.  The Intent in this procedure w is to isolate taucade.T In the 

stopped fragments by gating on non-distorted peaks In the spectruw from 

the 0.14 cc crystal and separating out coincident non-distorted ,-ra\5 

In the 30 cc detector. Certalnl- a given gate in the low-enerpv sp.rtrum 

might include soae parts of tails of neighboring dlstcrred neÄv,, hut  the 

low-energy lines considered with successively longer ll.'etimes for higher 



tnultioolarlties starting with El, Ml, etc., this Interlerenct would he 

minimal.  Stron« effects, i.e coincidences in the stopped nuclei, 

should predominate In the data. 

The count rate for the 0*14 cc detector was 600/scc witil« 

that for the 30 ec detector was around 2000.  The respective fMolttttOM 

were 500 eV FWHM at 81 keV and 3.5 keV FWHM at 356 keV.  Thn elecironlcs 

was Identical to that for the close-geometr-; experiment.  The coiiKidrnce 

rate was about 3/sec,  In this case, however, the data was Stored fort 

by event as 8K values on magnetic tape.  Actual running time was nbout 

6 weeks.  Calibrations were taken dally.  The data was analyzed offline 

In a fashion similar to that described above.  The gating was H^nc on 

an 8K spectrum from the smaller detector and the sorted spectra f-otr the 

30 cc detector were reduced to IK.  Gate adjustments were required 

several tines through the course of reduction.  The gam for the larger 

detector varied no more than 0.2 channel from the original value up 

to channci 300, which included all of the data presc.ted in this paper; 

as a consequence, the sorted spectra, reduced approximately two days 

worth at a time (^ r)00,000 coincidence events), were slraplv accumulated 

with no computer idjustmcnta. 

III.  Results 

The total MIMMMM «spectru» from the 0. IA cc detectot for 

a 36 hour run In the close geo»ct rv experimenr 1« presented in l*U . 3. 

The »tatiatlcel clarity of thr p.>aks ranges from excellent to pour In less 



intense casrs.  Gates were set on the gamma rays appealing in Tablt i. 

Ir a few cases two gates were set on a bro.ider than ordinary peak to 

check for unresolved lines.  The background is mostly Compton s. .ntering 

of higher energy v-rays. The photopeak-to-associated-Cnmptün  iflo 'or 

these low energy lines was verv high, as expected, since gate- seid« 

showed any y-rays associated with the appropriate neighboring peak«. 

The low-energy portion of the total colrcidence spectrum from tin. *0 cc 

detector, the only part with any number of distinguishable lines, ib 

presented in Fig. 4.  These stxong lines were noticeable as background 

in all of the sorted spectra. 

The spectra from the shielded detectors run were similar but 

had worse statistics due to the geometry.  The lower energy Metrum 

Is In Fig. 5. Excep;. for three large Pb X-ray peaks arising from 

•»-fluorescence. It is almost identical to the one In Fig. 3. As 

expected,Doppler effects do not appear to any larg^. extent and most of 

the spectrum can be assumed to have come from fragments stopped in the 

copper foil. 

The completeness of nnd the confidence in the asslgnnu-nt  of 

the y-cascades In this data varied tremendously from line to line.  As 

stat-d before, one of the primary means of locating a suspected cascade 

was to check for identity of the low-energy Y-rav Rated on from previous 

work.  A low-energv >-rav In oincldence with another low-energy line in 

either the sane or a complementary nucleus should have been recorded In 

th« X-rav - r-ray data, as the high Internal convvrsion probablllfv 

associated with the second transition should result in a high X-ray 
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production and therefore high detection probability.  LQ the first case 

tin» Y-ray would he noticed in a gate on an X-ray irom tue same riurl«us 

and perhaps in a gate on a cnraplömentary X-ray, depending on the internal 

conversion probabilities of the complementary nuclt-i; in the- s^ md tri3 

>-ray would be seen at least in a gate on the "cotnplemeraarv" K<-rsv. 

In several instances a given gate was within 0.2 keV of more than one 

line recorded in the X-ray - y-ray data.  The resulting sorted spelt a 

were simplv treated as possible romblnatlons of lines associated vith 

each. 

There Is, in an analvsls of this type, a measure of unr.TLaintv 

introduced by the difference in the means of detection.  A y-rav in the 

total coincidence spectrum of the y-Y exneriment would not necessarily 

have been recorded bv the X-rav - y-ray work if, for example, It was 

primarily in coincidence with a high energy transition.  However y-rays 

of every energy gated on. In Table I, were seen in at least one X-ray 

gate and most of them strongly.  The key is Identification of the 

Y-ravs in the gated spfctrum from previous work.  The shielded data 

served as a check on some of the stronger cascades. 

Once known lines are picked out and thereby verified to be 

In cascade with the gate y-ray, the remaining peaks can be treated as 

addit wnal members of the same decav scheme or as arising from 

complementary nuclei if thev seen, probable given the known partner 

Isotope and the total neutron emission probabilities.  It Is apparent 

that «ross-referenclng between various sorted soectra ran be c-aromelv 

important In coordinating the data. 
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The verv strong cascades through the even-even fission 

12)   252 
products •*■ of   Cf proved to be very useful in this respect.  In 

several sorted spectra, two or more of the :+ ► 0+, 44 ► 2+, and 

o ■♦ «* transitions, from different even-even isotopes of the  tama 

element were apparent, serving as an indication that the gate y-.rv 

belonged to a nucleus which seemed a probtble complement to each of 

the even-even nuclei.  In addition, if the gate gamma ray hau not bttM 

previously observed to be part of the cascalcs through conspiemenrarv 

even-even products, confidence in the accuracy of the even-even level 

schemes, supported bv the data in this experiment, pointed toward an 

even 7.  odd A nucleus as the likely source.  Beyond y-ravs Mtehcd with 

previous data, new lines received the same kind of attention given 

those in an experiment Involving a single nucleus, i.e. whether sums 

added up to known lines, whether «ates on two y-rays in each case 

revealed the other, and the like.  The possibility exists, of course, 

that the gate y and its coincidences are from nuclei not included in 

previous work.  This is the Immediate suspicion for low energy lines not 

-een in the X-rav - y-ray (X-y) data. The errors in the energies w«r« 

estimated to be »0.2 keV for the 0.14 cc detector and .♦0.5 keV for the 

40 cc detector. 

A. Unidentified Coincidences 

For several reasons the spectra generated bv many of 'he 

gates did not give conclusive evidence *s to placement of the transitions 

recorded.  Low energy y-rays fron, elements not nreviously invesrlgated 



by the X-Y work or other sources could still be prominent in the total 

coincldenci* spectrum and so Rive rise to coincidences of unknown 

origin.  In particular the X-ray groups of neodymlum, promethlum, 

samarium, and europium were fairly intense in the X-v work, tndlccting 

a iargu number of low energy transitions of reasonably high inli;.' Itv. 

Any coincidences arising from these elements would be difficult to 

pinpoint.  In addition there are a few transitions which w«re seen 

strongly in more than one X-rav gate and for which the recorded 

coincidences were of sufficient mystery to preclude their Identification. 

These can at least be attributed with some confidence to grouos of 

isotopes. Table II contains the data which fit one of the above 

descriptions. 

A., example of the difficulty encountered is demonstrated bv 

gates on two slightly overlapping peaks, one at 68.7 keV a-.id another 

at 69.2 keV. The first one reveals two very strong coincidences. The 

91.4 keV coincidence is supported by a gate on a 91.1 keV y-ray which 

sees a 69.0 keV y-vay  intensely. The 36.5 keV designation is only 

approximate, as that is just above the threshold of the timing 

discriminator and the peak is probably distorted.  The X-y work 

recorded a 68.9 keV transition as by far the strongest in the total 

108 
coincidence spectrum.  Assigned to   Tc, it was far more Intense in 

the Tc gate than in the Cs gate.  These two circumstunces would seem 

108 
to require that it be in cascade in   Tc with a highly interml 

converting transition. The 36.5 keV line, broadened conslderah!v 

more than by normal resolution, is probably the rail of a transition 



a little below that eiwrgv.  A 91.4 keV >-rav was seen ir tl>e Iv ..ml 

142 
Cs gates and attributed to   Cs, hut It was not detected »n the 

i-decay work on the same nucleus. * ' A 138.3 keV Y-ray *ar.  als« '■••n 

in the Tc and Cs gates but again was placed in a cesium isotttpt-   iH'\. 

The 138 in the 68.7 keV gate could be due to the overlap with M* 

69.2 keV gate, which saw a J37.5 keV y-rav as easilv the most prrf ise 

coincidence.  A 10A keV line Is seen in both of the gates as Mil. 

The solution of these problems can onlv be guessed at. 

The gate on a 102.7 keV Y-rav, one ol t .e more intense lines 

in the total coincidence spectrum, provided some strons colncldemeR 

but proved ambiguous on the details. Verv strong lines of this energy 

were seen in the Mo and Ba X-ray gates as well as the Ru gate. .he 

first was assigned to   Ba, while the second was unidentified. <; 

138.3 keV Y-ray placed in   Ba bv that same data coupled vith the 

coincidence with the 138.7 keV line In the present data Is tempting 

141 
evidence for a cascade in   Ba.  However three strong trnnsltions, 

181.0 keV, 199.1 keV, and 330.9 keV, are almost certalnlv those of .he 

same encrgv in the   *Ba and   Ba decay schemes.  Thcv implv th;i: the 

103 Is In a complementarv mu leus, oulte possibly   Mo.  Confuslnt; 

the Issue still further is the contribution from the Ru or Xe Isotope. 

on A 457.7 keV line in the oresent gate suggests the 4+ • 2* translti 

.  140v  .   .„•♦•«+ 
in   Xe, but the 2  •> 0 y-rav Is not present.  A possible explanation 

Is placement of the 103 in the l X.- decav scheme, but that Is dubious. 

The 250.8 keV line is prohablv the one nrovlouslv attributed to i4fBa, 

a conclusion which now appears erroneous.  The locations of the 103 and 
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ch«  v-ravs  In coincidence wit     it  can h«  Halted onlv to one of   rhe 

four iltmrrf» ^o. •*. *u. or x.-. 

1.     (Two Step]  Cascade«  (Table  III) 

1.    46.5 keV Gate  (Fig.   6a) 

A 48.6 Y-rav was seen very strongly in 4 ;-.il laJium ga^e from 

the X-. work, the rest of thr lines of about that energy being 

ronslderabiy weaker.  The present spectrvss includes a very weak LiM 

at 1276.4 keV, which is approxiaately the energy >)t a 2  • ' . 

reported In n4Te.2) Tl>e 115 keV h*  • U*  and 297 keV 4+ • 2*  transitions, 

roaipleting the ground state bind and mentioned elsewhere In rhli  • -T, 

are not seen at all, precluding the location of the 'tS.h  .-i.i-. !<> a 

coaplcawntarv nucleus to   Te.  The line is possibly in   Te and 

obviously not in cascade with the 115 and 297.  The fact that it is 

seen so strongly in the X--) results could moan it is the result of 

8-d«cay to soae level within the fairly-well established ground state 

band. 

2•  ^»9 keV gate (Fig, feb) 

A 49.8 line seen In an 1 gate was attributed to   Rh.  An 

exceptionally intense 228.5 >-rav also seen in an 1 gate was 'issirned 

Co   I. The present data raises certain questions about the first 

placcaent.  The strength of the coincidence implies they are la cascade. 

132 
They are apparently the two lines observed previously In   I L\ 

Fransson and Bcml*. 
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The strong 55.4 and 78.4 keV lines mostlv probably arose Irom 

the fact that the 49.9 transition is unresolved from a 50.3 keV -rav 

which appears strong in a Tc gate.  In '.hat same spectrum was aa 

unidentified 55.1 keV line and a 78.6 y-rav which also apfeareo r. the 

Cs gate and was placed In a Cs isotope. Yr>m  the present data, a gate 

on a 54.9 y-rav, in Fl^;. 6c, sees quite clearly a 50.1 line but onlv 

moderately something at about 79 keV.  The 50.3 keV and 55.4 keV y-rays 

quite possibly are from a Tc isotope populated at least part of Cht 

time directly by fission. 

3-  52. J IceV gate (rig. 6d) 

The most n^iceable coincidence in this case wa? a Mil] 

weak 264.3 line.  Previous work by Hoffmann. Lawrence, au-l Daniels^ on 

>-rav8 from   Pr following B-dejav of   Ce included 52.0 keV and 

146 
264,7 keV >-rays in succession.    Ce is strongly populated in the 

252       c) 
fission of   Cf (^ IX, ' and a gate on Pr X-rays previously revealed 

lines of about the sane energies. 

4.  53.9 keV gate (Ktg. 6e) 

This Y-ray is in very strong coincidence with a 189.2 keV 

transition.  An Intense 54.1 keV y-ray appeared in the Tc X-ray gate. 

Also fl-decay work  olaced a 189.5 keV y~vay  in   Tc. The fart that 

both lines are seen only in the Tc gate implies P-decay aa the primnrv 

10Ä 
means of population, a gj>od deal of whi'-h to   Tc would occur mu* to 

a J.37Z fission direct intenaitv  fo-        Mo. A coincidence in :06Tc 



is tke conclusion, although the asslgnaent of the 189,5 keV transition 

was tentative. 

5. 60.5 keV gate (Fi<t. 6f) 

The 60.5 keV gate both in close and extended geomfctrv. 

Y-rav Ml Fig. 7a, sees very strongly a ISf.J keV y-ray.  A 60.5 keV 

112 
placed in   Rh previously.  A line about 159.7 keV was seen in  botn 

the Rh and I gates and left unidentified. The two sum Co 219.7, 

whereas a 219.9 keV y-ray was also seen in the Rh gate. A direct 

112 
cascade in   Rh is implied. The 183.1 keV line is also seen in both 

gates and so presumed to be somewhere in the decay scheme of 112«>h 

as well. 

6. 64.3 keV sate (Fi^. 6^) 

This gate and two others, ore for 85.5 keV and another for 

129.3 keV seen in Figs. 6h and 6i, vielded three y-rays in definite 

coincidence, each of which saw the other two.  An 85.6 keV transition 

vai  previously assigned to 105Tc bv comparison with a mass value of 

105_0 for a similar energy from John et al.
13) A 64.4 keV line was 

seen in the Tc and Cs gates but was left unidentified. The 129.1 keV 

Y-ray was previously unrecorded.  A very tentative placement «-herefore 

is a three-stage cascade In 105Tc.  It is entirely possible that these 

Y-rays and the 5^- keV - 189 keV coincidence are in the same nucleus, 

either  ^c or 106Tc, with the latter being a slightly better ehoi 

The 51.9 keV gate saw an 86.1 keV y-ray but the return coincidence 

u ce. 

• 
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was unsubstantiated- 

'•  71.6 keV gate (Ftft. 6\) 

The 71.6 - 138.7 coincidence Indicates a cascade in | Jt 

Isotope, as both were seen stronRlv In the Tc and Cs gates from X ray 

Y-ray.  Their being in cascade is supported by the sane gate in the 

extended geometry case, seen in Fig. 7b. The former was at that tiue 

.138 lAi 
assigned to   Cs and the latter to  lCa.    The basis of those 

assignments was some mass-separated data of Alvager et_ah5) and the 

energy agreement was much better in the 138Cs case.  On that basis, 

1 1H 
this cascade seems to be In   Cs. 

8«  76.7 keV gate (Fig. 6k) 

A 76.5 y-ray was present in both tht Tc and Cs ^tes and 

141 
was givsn to   Cs.  A 160.7 keV y-rav was seen in the Tc gate and 

was possibly obscured in the f.s gate due to a strong peak of another 

energy nearby. The very strong coincidence with a 160.5 keV line, also 

evident in the EG data of Fig. 7c, indicates a cascade In 141Cs.  Tht 

coincidence with the 268.9 y-rav is less certain.  The Xe gate saw a 

76.6 keV line and also a 270 keV line from 106Ru. so a possible source 

is   Ru. 

9.  86.3 keV gate (F1R. 6t) 

This gate contained two ways, «K)^ and 154.3. which were 

seen in the X-Y data in the Tc gate (90.3 keV) and Tc and Cs gate.. 
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(154.1 keV), respectively.  In addition, a. 86.2 keV y-rey was MM 

moderately well in the Cs gate.  The 90.J y-ray  was assigned to   Cs 

in that work.  B-decay work by Larson, Talbert, and McConnell  did 

142 
not reveal such a line in   Cs. The 154.3 y-ray was assignee ;c 

Cs on the basis of 8-decay work of Alvager et al.   Close 

examination of the X-y spectra shows that 86.2 and 90.3 linos could 

possibly be obscured hy strong neighboring peaks in the Tc anu Cs t^tes, 

respectively. All of the data point toward the two y-rays a« h.Ing 

138 
in cascade with the gate gamma In the   Cs nucleus. 

10.  115.5 keV gate (Tin.  6m) 

This spectrum consists principally of the 4 -» 2  -V' keV 

transition and 2-0 1276 transition reported as following a US keV 

6+ - 4"f transition in 134Te.2) 

11.  123.2 keV gate (Fig. 6n) 

A strong coincidence in this spectrum with a 125.8 keV 

y-ray and a gate on a 125.3 line, in Fig. 6p showing coincidence with 

a 123.5 keV y-ray, are strong evidence for a cascade.  The best 

109 
candidate available is   Tc.  A 123.1 keV line was seen in both Tc 

and Cs gates and attributed to   Tc by the X-y work.  8-decav work7^ 

assigned a 125.5 keV transition to '  Tc but with a low confidence 

rating. 
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12.  126.A k«V gate (F1R. 6K) 

Thla gate plus a gate on a 159. i keV r-ray shown In rig <Sr 

reveal a strong coincidence between those two lines. The EC data fro» 

a gate on the lower of the two energies suggests a casc.-ta, as «jon In 

Fig. 7d.  Both of these energies were seen in the Nb and La gate with 

a 158.9 assigned to * La. On that ba<tls the cascade is tentailvelv 

placed in   La. 

C.  Rudimentary Energy Level icheaes 

1. !%o 

Coincidence information frosi several different lines Hed 

together nicely and pointed toward decays In this odd A isotoor of 

■olybdenu«.  Gatas on y-rays of energies 94.9 keV, 138.1 keV, an<l 

144.9 keV yielded the spectra in Figs. 8a-c and Table IV. Each of 

the three >-rays sees the other two strongly, as well as having 

appeared in both the Mo and Ba gates of the previous X-y data.  From 

that work the 94.9 keV line was assigned to I06Mo based on correlation 

with the papnr of Watson et al.U) The 138.1 keV y-ray was attributed 

141 
to   Ba. which means there may be two lines at about that energy.  A 

144.7 keV  transition was placed  in  inSio but  that assUnment was based 

on the data of John et al.   which reported a 104+J value for the 

»ass, indicating it could be from mass 105. The only EC data with 

sufficient statistics to show anything convincing was the gate ^n the 

94.9 keV y-ray. Fig. 9a. 

The fact that several strong lines from the two even-even 
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142      144 
isotope»   Ba and   Ba are present in the 94.V gat»f also Indlcte« 

a coapleaentary Ho ..ucleus.  A total neutron eaUsion of 3 In the flrat 

case and 5 In the second, hoth femlble values, would al.nw tho two 

to be complements of   Mo.  Information received from WJlhela^ et M.1^ 

,  105 
for   Mo was almost identical to the data presented here.  Tht -»Ight 

of «vldenca U great for a three-stage cascade in 105Mü as «howr. in 

Fig. 10. The order of the transitions is not a certain thin», Hit the 

strength of the 95-138 coincidence is some indication that thev -re 

below the 145 IceV transition.  Other lines 8«en In the 94.9 gat* which 

Wllhelmy at al.   also saw for 10>Mo are one at 246.5 keV dud another 

at 417.7 keV.  The 246 was seen weakly here and not at all in *-hr  other 

gates. The 418 was seen moderately strong, as well as heinR vo.y weak 

in the other two gates. Their placement as shown in Fig. 10 in extremelv 

tentative. 

Some additional information is to be found in the 94.9 keV 

gate. A strong coincidence with a 117.6 keV y-ray which was not seen 

In the other gates and which escaped detection by Wllhelmy indicates 

a transition in an odd Ba isotope complementary to 105Mo.  Howevci , 

the EC data also reveals a y-rav of about the same energy. Implying It 

la in the same scheme. A 117.3 keV transition seen In the X-> work in 

the Mo - Ba gates was assigned with doubt to U2Ba, a nucleus which 

received attei.tion in a post P-decav investigation by Larnen et al.9) 

The latter group detected no such y-ray. John et al.13) did and gav.. 

it mass 14411. Two possibilities seem to be 143Ba and 145Bfl. *  gitr 

on a 117.6 keV ,-ray resulted in th* spectrum seen in Fig. 8d and the 
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vlu.. in T.bU  IV.    Ho.t obvlou. .r. .tror, colncld.nc.. „Uh >-rfcy. 

of  283.0 k,V and 342.8 MT, ho:h .-n .tronfly a. well  m th. 9*.^ k.V 

PM «nd probably cwcdt -e«ber^ with  ehe  117.    The clu. to  th.U 

location i.  found in th« preaonc. of y-ray. appar.ntly trom th-  ../er 

even i.otop«  102Mo.   lMHo and   lü6Mo.    F.Mible co^l«ant. to tU.. 

two in th. binary fia.ion of  252Cf ar. l^Sa and  "V .uprcrtto, the 

MM data of John «.ja.1^    Since  ^i, would r«,uire that only   a 

• ingle neutron be MM off.    for it to b. a po.t-n.utron mmlmm* 
nf   106..  143.  , 
oi        Mo,   Ba 1« the logical choice aa the nuclea« eaitting uhe 

117.6 keV line, «a well aa caacadea aboye that one inyolying th* 

283.0 keV and 342.8 keV way.  It I. poaalblo th.n anoth.r v-r«T of 

«bout that «nargy i»  inyolved in the decay of 105Ho. 

Thar, la alio aoae eyldance that a y-ray of about 282.». keV ii 

involyed in the leyel .ch«ie of ln5Ho. The fact that that particular 

Una la , w.ch atrongar in co^arlson to the 342.« line in the 94.9 keV 

g-te than in the 117.6 keV gate indicate« that the peak la at least 

p-rtially darlvad fro. a colncidanc. in 105Mo. Wilhel«y al.o aaw a 283. 

Supporting thi. concluaion 1. the fact that it fit. well in the de-«y 

ach«.. Ju.t about .quailing the aua of the 138.1 keV and 144.7 k.V 

tranaitiona. 

5 109D 2. Ru 

t.» on Figa.   Ua and  lib preaent apectra deriveJ  fr « gat( 

74.2 keV and 98.3 ..V y-raya  in  the  I, „   total  iMMÜM „.„,« 

T.ble V haa  th.  tabulationa.    The X-v work had aa.lgned a 98.5 keV 
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tranaltlon to        Ru with I good bit of doubt  and a iJl.8 k«V tr..nmtlon 
,   no 
to ..u. .in «v.n-cvcn Uotop». The validity o( thm roported «ven- 

•van laval •cha»a.1) supportad bv tha prasant data, preclude* " T.u 

aa a choice. Tha 482.2 kaV and i87.8 keV >-r«ya are apparentiy tha 

4 2 and 2 0 tranaltlona In ,38Xa pravloualy r«ported2, a.iJ 

indicate either U1Ru or 109Ru. Other data In thla paper for l'^Ru 

doea not Include theae line.  In addition, tha exparlnant per^onaad by 

Wllhelay at al.15) aaalgned 74 krV, 98 keV, 172 keV. 193 keV am? J74 VeV 

109 
tranaltlona (o   Ru but waa unable to pro.1de any placaaenta due to 

lack of coincidence data. The preaent data la txtreaely convlncinf 

that at laaat the partial decay acheae of l09Ru looks like *1*  12. 

The fact that the 374 f- weaker m the 98 keV gate Chan the 

74 keV gate Indlcatea the 74 U above the 98 In order. The iatt-r two 

definitely see« to be in aucceaalon. aa attaated to the 172 aeen bv 

Wllhelüv and a 172 aeen In both the Ru and Xe X-ray gates.  In addition. 

Ullhelay recorded a greater X/flsalon for the 98.  One problem is the 

overlap of the aecond gate with another atrong 98.1 Una found in the 

Zr - Ce gatea and queatlonablv Menllfled.  The strong 133.8 keV 

transition in the present y-ray gate was alao aeen In the two X-ray 

gatea and attributed to I48r.e on the basis of a 148** .asa a.aignwnt 

by John «t_al.,   but the enerp.y agreeaent waa poor.  Recently 

reported Is a 98.3 keV transition in 10lZr16) and that Is the probable 

location of the 98 - 134 caacade.  So the 98.3 keV gat« is a rosined 

spectru- and the »74 night be expected to be down relative to background 

for that reaaon alao. The Intensltv of the 133.8 keV y-rav unfortunately 
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prtvcnts knowledge of whether the 98 U in coincidence with the *il.ö 

10'* 
k«V >-.•» «■ the 74 ie. The pUceaent in   Ru cun thus not he 

supported or refuted on that beait. 

,  111, I«    Ru 

Data fro« t'tas ou  v-rays of 62.8 keV. 73.9 keV, 103.9 keV. 

and 130.5 keV energy are presented tn Figa. 13a, 13d and Table VI. 

The EG data for 62.9 keV and 104.1 keV gates, the strongest of Che 

group in the total coincidence snoctrua, arc shown In Pigs. 9a and 9h. 

The low-energv coincidence Inforaatlon is clcarcut. The 63 sees a 76, 

104, and 130. The 104 sees the 63, 76, and 130, except in the En rase 

where a pyrex disk between source and detector attenuated the lower 

energy k«V Y-ravs.  In that particular spectrua lines are indicated but 

not cunclusiv ly.  The 130 sees the 63, 76, and the 104.  Finally the 

76 seas the 63, 104, 130 and i 166.9 keV y-ray which is Just about the 

sua of the 63 and 104. Referring once again to the previous X-ray 

gates, a 104.0 keV line and a 130.3 keV line were seen and placed in 

Ru, with a 63.0 y-ray unidentified.  Data froa Wilhelay «t al.1'>) 

again supports the present work for transitions in   Ru. They were 

unable to obtain coincidence data on the 63 keV line but found n saaller 

X/fisslon yield than for the 104.  The level scheae shown in Fig. 14 

nicely accounts for the present and previous data. 

The 722.8 keV line seen extreaely strongly in the 6) gatt la 

a probiaa.  Since it is not seen at all by the other gates. It cannot 

be froa a coapleaentary nucleus and therefore it aust bypass thea. 
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Thli la laposslble In the case of the 104 If It la actually below 

the 63 kcV tranaltlon. A 1S7.3 keV y-ray la a«en at Icaat weakly 1 , 

•ach of the four gatea. Being the atrongeat In the 76 gate, pre« uaably 

It la a caacade directly to the 384 level. 

4.    La 

Flga. ISa and 15b contain apectrn from gatea on 81.9 keV 

and 130.6 keV y-raya.  Aa ahown In Table VII, the lower energy UM 

baa been aeen previously and attributed to l'',6La, aa have the 104.1 keV 

and 363.6 keV tranaltlona11,l2) seen In the first gate. A 130.6 keV 

146 
Y-ray was also placed In   La bv the aaae work.  The partial -n-rgy 

acheae In Fig. 16 la Indicated bv this dsta. A line of 269.9 keV was 

aeen In the present gate and previous X-y data, while a 212.7 keV 

,-ray waa recorded In the La gate fro« the latter.  These values lend 

credence to the dtagraa. 

IV.  Discussion 

The level scheaes shown in Figs. 10, 12, 14. and 16 should 

only be regarded as relative partial achenes. The cnerglea giver, are 

taken where possible fro» the X-> work, since those separated soectra 

should be «ore accurate. The "O" level is »ore of a reference point 

than an Indication of the ground state, although the Intensity of these 

lines would indicate that they He at least in the lower part of the 

complete scheaes.  In several cases the order ~f the transitions is 
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109 Ru obscure.  The 98 keV y-rav was placed below the U  keV line In 

strictiy on the basis of a greater X/fiesion  for the former reported by 

Wilhelmy.    This placement is supported by the difference in the 

intensity of the 374 keV y-ray In the two gates. The 63 keV ana .(K keV 

transitions in   Ru are placed again on the basis of the Z/flssion 

values from Wllh.lmy. 15) These two could be switched however, as might 

be indicated by the strong coincidence between a 722.8 keV y-ray and 

the first but not the second. Assuming they are both below the 723. ^he 

one below the other should see anything the latter sees.  An alternative 

solution is thtt the 63 - 723 coincidence involves another 63 keV 

transition from an unidentified source.  It must be kept in M that 

these schemes are only suggestions which explain the data. 

A natural complement to these data would be B-decay studies 

on each of the four nuclei. The affirmation of the order of certain 

transitions and the spin-paritv information resulting fro« the selectivity 

of the B-decay process would greatly clarify the work presented here. 

In fact, once more of the schemes were made known, these data would 

take on new significance in that thev represent at least to some extent 

the population of various states which would escape a B-decay study. 

As has been noted before.l7) the effect of the fission process and 

subsequent neutron bolloff can be conveniently thought of as an (a,2n) 

reaction which is capable of populating high spin as veil as lower spin 

states.  The subsequent decays should involve in some cases states ^hlch 

escape population by B-decay. 

An additional experiment which would supply information on 
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spin8 and parities 1. a Y-ray - internal conver8lon electron coincidence 

system. The K/L ratios could be used to infer the «ultipolarities and 

thereby the spins. 

Gates on y-rays cf energies 192.3 keV, 171.9 keV, 19s.h k-V, 

and 158.9 keV. corresponding to the energies of the 2* + 0+ transition 

in four of the most heavily populated even-even nuclei. 104Mo. 1ö6MO 

»a. and   Ce. respectively, failed to reveal coincidences with any 

of the low energy lines assigned to then by the X-y experiments. The 

gated spectra consisted primarily of the values for the various transl- 

1.2) tions in the ground state bands previously reported.—  in fact two 

105. of these lines. 94.9 keV and 144.7 keV. „ere incorporated in the 105Mo 

decay scheme.     The majority of  the y-rays so placed are probably off by 

1 a.m.u.  due to the uncertainty in mass calculations of  the previous 

data. 
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TABLE  1:    Energies of  y-rays Gated on  (keV) 

L 

48.3 70.3 94.9 129.3 
49.9 71.6 9/.0 130.6 
50.7 72.6 98.3 136.0 
52.3 74.2 (101.0) [138.1] 
53.3 75.9 102.7 [138.5] 
5i.9 76.7 103.9 141.0 
54.9 77.7 106.2 [144.9] 
56.1 78.8 (108.1) 150.5 
5«.l 80.0 (109.9) 152.0 
59.7 [81.9] 112.7 [1589] 
60.5 [82.5] 115.5 (159.3) 
61.8 84.3 117.6 (162.4) 
62.8 85.5 119.6 171.9 
64.3 86.3 122.0 192.3 
[65.8] 87.4 123,2 199 6 
57.1 89.2 125.3 
(&S.7] (91.1) [126.4] 
(6«.2l 191.8] 128.0 

[   1- Large wldt.i Indicat ing unresolved lines. 
(   ) - V.r, low intensity. SO encrav unr*rtaln. 



TABLE II,:    Coincidences Involving Unidentified y-rays 

^G 

. Mt^t -m-i^-jm a ■;*,«■ ja JHtm 

Gate Y-ray (keV) 

(Possible Origin) 

56.1 
Y.Pr.Nb.La.Tc, 
or Cs 

65.8 
Nb,La,Rh or I 

66.7 
Tc.Cs, or Pr 

69.2 
iO^Tc or Pr 

70.3 
Zr or Ce 

72.6 

78.8 
Tc or Cs 

82.5 

87.4 
1J6I 

89.2 
Tc or Cs 

Coincidences 
(keV) 

90.3,  102.8,  125.5,  154.3,  159.1,  219.2 

(59.8),  71.i».  118.4,  126.5,  138.4.   (142.4), 
||Li«  172.1.   (182.9),   (186.5),   (218.4), 
(240.9),   (268.1),   (313.8),   (358.4) 

36.5.   (46.5),   (69.6),   (86.5),  91.4,  104. 
118.1, 138.0.  190.6,   (212.2), "(241.5)7" 
375.2. (420.7) 

lOM.  118.2,  137.5. 289.3,   (297.9),   (369.2). 
(387.7),   (436.8) 

106.1,   154.3,  163.3,  192.4.   (929.9).   (1359.3) 

134-6.  164.1.   (172.9).   (247.1) 

80.5,   (103.8),   (112.2), 138.1,   (250.1), 
303.2 

,  (76.1),  100.3.  109.4,  117.8,  127.5,  143.4. 
Zr,Ce,Xe,  or Ru 153.6,  159.2,  244.6.   (250.7).  283.2,"(638.8) 

(104.5),   135.6.  166.1.  203.8.  211.7 

104.2.  148.0 



TABLE  II:    Cont'd 

• >►■>• 

91.1 
Tc.Cs.Nb or 
U 

69.0.  93.5.  150.4,  158.4,   (163.4),  314.2. 
375.4 

91.8 
Tc.Cs.Rh.n I 

91.5,   118.5,  150.5,   158.4,  164.5,  314.8 

101.0 
Y or Pr 

250.4.   (289.0),   (696.1).   (722.7) 

102.7 
Mo.Ru,  ei Xe 

109.0,   112.9,  125.2,  138.7.  UA.5,   (159.2), 
(164.8),   181.0,  199.1.  250.8.  330.9, 
(362.6),  457.7,  537.8,  594.1 

108.3 
Tc,Cs,Xe,  or Ru 

103.3,  138.9.  142.2,   (357.6) 

119.6 
iO'TcNb,  or La 

136.1,   (167.2),   211.5,   (276.3),   (443.6) 

122.0 
Y,Zr,  or Ce 

130.1,  535.1 

136.0 
Zr,Ce,Nb,  or La 

(69.7),   119.5,   210.4,   (249.3),   (276.0) 

138.5 
Mo,Ba,Tc,C8,Ru, 
or Xe 

71.9,  95.4,  103.1,  108.3,   (145.1),   (199.2) 

- Indicates strong coincidence 

(      ) - Indicates weak coincidence 
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TABLE III: Coincidences Involved in Identified Casc.d.-,. 

Gate Y-r«y (keV) 

48. S 

l1MTcl 

49.9 

|1J2I) 

54.9 

52.3 

(146Pr) 

53.9 

(106lcl 

60.5 

|U2Rhl 
- ».4*, m~A \.smiwuvm 

64.3 

I  Tc] 

85.5 

(l05Tcl 

129.3 

I105Tcl 

Coincidences (k-v) 

58.4,  91.9,  96.1,  172.0,  192.5,  394.2, 
(587.4),  (1276.4)* 

(43.0).  55^4,   78.4,   (117.3),   (192.1),   (211.7). 
(218.5),  228.2?~(241.5).   (249.7),   (576 8). 
640.2 

50.5.   (69.1),  79.3,  91.5,  103.8,  136.3. 
(159.1),  212.4,   241.5 

264.3' 

82.8,  86.1.  97.1,  103.8,  135.6,   189.2* 249.0, 
(315.1),   (364.2), 429.1,  594.1, 617.6 

98.8,   103.8,   159.2*,  183.1*,  241.6,  168.3, 
(399.6),   (1131.3) 

l~M I     I   S    -.    »J 

85.8*.  97.2,   125.5,  129.3*.  142.7,  158.4, 
172.1,   (313.7),  534.0 

64.7*.  129.3*.  218.3*.  246.7,   (313.8),   (340.0), 
(510.6),   (524.1) 

64.7*,  85.9*,   (129.8) 



'     M      I 

TABLE III: Cont'd 

71.6 

(»"el 

76.7 

(M1c.l 

86.3 

i  Cs] 

115.5 

:mT.i 

123.2 

I  Tc] 

125.3 

[l0'lcl 

126.4 

(u'u) 

159.3 

(U7L.l 

(66.1), 138.7*. 159.8, 205.2, (282.3), 
292.4, 357.9, 369.1, 451.7 

'1 

■■ • •••-•*•.< 

160.5*. 172.9, 204.3, 256.9, 363.6. 369.2, 
(396.5), (422.2), (435.4), (446.1) 

90il,  154.3*. 249.0, (371.6) 

(69.7), (104.0), 126.3. 249.4, 296.6*. 
1276.2*   

125.8*. 154.3 

(91.2), (97.7K (103.4). 123.5*. 154.5, 
158.9. 198.5 

(98.8), (104.5), 159.2*. 232.0. 301.9 

126.5*. 143.0, 183.3, 219.5, (242.2), 
(269.3) 

- Indicates strong coincidence 

(  ) - Indicates weak coincidence 

*  - In cascade with gate r-ray in isotope indicated 
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TABLE IV:     Co.ncidence«  In  l0b 
He 

Gate Y-r«y (k«V) 

94.9 

138.1 

UA.9 

Coincidences (kcV) 

164.8 
199.2 
245.7 
253.5 
282.6 
330.4' 
342.8 
359.1 

(390.0) 
417.7 
(430.5) 

70.9 
95.3 

103 3 
117.7 
131.8 
138.0 
14S.1 
199.4 

(269.7) 
(330.9) 
(358.3) 

95.3 
103.3 
138.2 
199.2 

(232.4) 
(246.5) 
(250.0) 

Origin 

105 Mo 

105MO 

1448«° 

142B.a 

144Baa 

105Mo 

105MO 

105„o 
144Baa 

144Baa 

105MO 
105MO 

105MO 
144Baa 

105MO 
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TABLE IV: Cont'd 

B.i  isutopo 
(69.4) 
(82.8) 
95.3 105„o 
(98.4) 

(103.3) 
124.9 
138.2 105MO 
152.1 102zr.) 
171.7 106Mob 
192.2 104Mob 
212.4 lOOzrb 
(250.6) 
283.0 
342.8 
350.2 106Mob 
(368.1) 104Mob 
(492.3) 

- Indicates strong coincidence 

(  ) - Indicates weak coincidence 

- See Ref. 2 

- See Ref. 1 
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TABLE V: Coincidences in 1C9Ru 

Gate >-ray (kcV) Coincidences (kcV)       Origin 

74.2 
(70.0) 

109. 
Ru 

91.9 
98. S 109RU 

132.2 109RU 

159.2 
314.2 
374.2 109RU 

482.2 138xe- 
387.8 138X1« 

98.3 109RU 

74.7 109RU 

118.4 
133.8 
158.7 
176.7 
218.3 
222.7 
250.1 
258.4 

(282.6) 
295.1 
374.4 iO?Ru 
386.4 
482.2 138Xea 

Indicates strong coincidence 

(  ) - Indicates weak coincidence 

- See Ref. 2 
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TABLE VI:    Coincidences In lliRu 

Gate Y-rey (keV) Coincidences  (keV) Origin 

62.8 HlRu 
76.4 HiRu 

104.0 UlRu 
150.4 "IRu 
284.1 
357.4 UlRu 

(438.9) 
(482.5) 138xea 
587.7 Hex«,« 
722.8 

75.9 UlRu 
63.4 UlRu 

104.2 UlRu 
150.4 UlRu 
166.9 "IRu 
174.? 
302.7 

(315.1) 
357.3 UlRu 

(398.9) 
(482.4) 
(513.7) 

138xe« 

(587.8) 138xea 

103.9 UiRu 
63.4 UlRu 
76.3 UlRu 
82.4 

110.8 
(115.0) 
(125.6) 

138.8 
150.5 lURu 
357.3 IUR.. 
387.0 
429.9 
482.2 138xea 

1 
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TABLE VI:     Cont'd 

103.9 513.8 
569.7 
587.8 
695.6 
972.3 

138Xea 

150.5 
63.5 
76.3 
91.8 

104.1 
139.1 
166.2 

(357.7) 

UlRu 
UlRu 
lURu 

UlRu 

Ulti 
l^lRu 

(   ) 

Indicate« strong coincidence 

Indicates weak coincidence 

See Ref. 2 
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TABLE VII: Coincidences in 1A6U 

Gate Y-ray (keV) 

81.9 

130.6 

Coincidences (keV) 

10A.1 
(1U.5) 
130.8 
138.4 
155.0 
159.2 

(162.9) 
(205.4) 
(245.1) 
(269.9) 
(302.3) 
357.9 
363.6 
386.8 

(416.6) 
518.5 
544.9 
569.7 

(      ) - 

(82.1) 
(121.6) 
(126.9) 
158.9 

Indicates strong coincidence 

Indicates weak coincidence 

Origin 

146U 

146^ 
146La 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1   Coincidence electronics diagram. 

Fig. 2   Shielding apparatus used in extended geometry expeti.vn.t. 

Fig. 3   O.U cc total coincidence spectrum accumulated over 36 nourä 

of run time. 

Fig. 4   40 cc total coincidence spectrum accumulated over 36 hours ot 

run time. 

Fig. 5   0.U cc total coincidence spectrum from extended geometrv 

experiment. 

Fig. 6a Sorted spectrum for gate on 48.5 keV y-ray. 

6b Sorted spectrum for gate on 49.9 keV y-rav. 

6c Sorted spectrum for gate on 54.9 keV y-ray. 

6d Sorted spectrum for gate on ^2.3 keV y-rav. 

6e Sorted spectrum for gate on 53.9 keV y-ray. 

6f Sorted spectrum for gate on 60.5 keV y-rav. 

6g Sorted spectrum for gate on 64.3 keV y-ray. 

6h Sorted spectrum for gate on 85.5 keV y-ray. 

61 Sorted spectrum for gate on 129.3 keV y-ray. 

6j Sorted spectrum for gate on 71.6 keV y-ray. 

6k Sorted spectrum for gate on 76.7 keV y-ray. 

6a Sorted spectrum for gate on 86.3 keV y-ray. 



Flg. ha  Sorted «pectrua (or Ratr on HS.i krV »-rav. 

bn  Sorted ftp«', fua twr Rate on 12 J. 2 Ml »-r*». 

ftp Sorted spectrua lor gate on 125.? krV v-r«v. 

Aq Sorted tpectrua (or gate on 12*.4 keV *-ra¥. 

6r Sorted spect ma for gat«- on 15».) keV T-rav. 

Ftg. 7a Extended genaetrv data for 60.i keV gat«. 

7b Extended gcoaetrv data for 71.6 keV gat«. 

7c Extended geoaetrv data for 76.7 keV gate. 

7d Extended gecaetrv data (or 12*.4 k«V gat«. 

Fig. 8a Sortad «pectrua froa gate on **.* k«V t-rav. 

8b Sorted spertrua froa gate on 1)8.1 k«V ^-ra^. 

8c Sorted apectrua froa gat« on 144.9 keV »-ra». 

8d Sortad apectrua froa gate on 117.6 k«V ^-rav. 

FIR. Pa Sorted apectrua froa extended geoaetrv ca*e (or gate on a4.» k.«V 

t-rav. 

9b Sorted apectrua froa extended g«oa«try raa« for gat« ua *2.'» kr\ 

Y-ray. 

9c Sorted apectriai froa extended geoaetrv caa« for gat« on 104.1  keV 

>-ray. 

Fig. 10 Partial decav schaw for l0\o. 

Fig. Ua Sorted apectrua froa gate on 74.2 keV >-rav. 

lib Sorted apectrua froa gat« on 98.) k«V >-rav. 

Fig. 12 Partial decay achcae for ,0Vi. 
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